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we show that the actor, passivity and other properties of physical models can be analyzed and
synthesized with the on/off behavior-based probabilistic model checker pbmc. we demonstrate the
effectiveness of pbmc on real-world examples. to illustrate the performance of pbmc, we compare

our approach with the conventional bounded model checker lmt. regina zink. accomplishing
incremental property tracking: distributed mcap and mcar-style properties of producer-consumer

exchanges. regina zink, michael steiner, and timo höfling. maximising resource usage in distributed
program analysis for the sequence-based streaming model. markus obermaier, philipp marx, tio

sammut. probabilistic model checking of co-np properties. in apmc, 2009, pages 1. springer, 2009.
anand kumar, regina zink. an empirical study of probabilistic model checking of co-np properties. in
apmc, 2009, pages 22. markus obermaier, philipp marx. ucb monitoring of real-time processes with
limited activity space. regina zink. challenges in model checking distributed real-time systems using
probabilistic model checking. in umcs, 2012, pages 1260. springer, 2012. regina zink, jeremy hain.

the computational complexity of model checking properties over continuous semantics for plant-like
systems. in ijcai, 2014, pages 6467. aaai press, 2014. regina zink, konstantin pogminski. towards an
end-to-end verification of the safety case for software. jin li tong software multiviewer [ source ] jin li

tong software multiviewer the survey will focus on how model checking has been adapted to the
design and analysis of multiview machine learning algorithms and applications. various model

checking techniques and tools have been developed for checking the correctness of ml algorithms,
approaches for developing ml applications, etc. mainstream ml systems use a mixture of traditional

ml techniques and ml frameworks, which may cause ml algorithms to be developed in a complex
way, involving many heuristics and engineering practices. by using model checking, we can verify ml

algorithms and their applications in terms of software engineering principles, such as software
requirements, architectural analysis, testing and verification, and validation of data. model checking

has also been applied to ml software as it allows for demonstrating the relationships between ml
applications, algorithms, and data, as well as how ml techniques are developed. the survey shows

how model checking methods have been applied to ml applications, and identifies the open research
challenges, as well as future research directions. we hope that the survey will help researchers and
practitioners utilize model checking techniques in the development and analysis of ml algorithms

and applications. 5ec8ef588b
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